
ACCESS STATEMENT for CHATCOOMBE

Access to House
Driveway  to house is on a fairly steep gradient .There are 4 steps
up from the drive to a quarter landing followed by 5 steps to the
front  pathway. From the pathway there are 3 broad shallow non
slip steps ,up to the front door. To the right hand side of all the
steps and pathway, is a continuous handrail. PIR lighting on the
drive and steps. The front door area is permanently lit in the
evening. Assistance with luggage available.

Ground Floor
 The hall, lounge, dining area and cloakroom/toilet ,are on one
level, decorated in light colours with contrasting dark carpet .There
are no bedrooms on the ground floor. Lighting is normally subdued
,with several table lamps ,unless central lighting, or task lighting is
required. In the lounge is Satellite TV,DVD and radio with remote
control. Teletext/cefax are available.

Stairway
The stairs lead off the open plan hallway, up 8 steps to a quarter
landing area, then up 5 further steps to the full landing .The stairs
have handrails to both sides. Light coloured walls, with contrasting
dark carpet. Lighting is normally subdued unless stairway is in
use.The hallway and stairs are permanently lit when guests are in
their rooms.

Bedrooms
Bedroom 1 has one step down to its doorway, off the quarter
landing.I t has a walk in shower, toilet and wash basin in the ensuite
bathroom. Bedroom 2 also off the quarter landing, has the same
amenities. Both bedrooms have light coloured walls and carpets,
bathrooms have light coloured vinyl flooring. Bedroom 3 is on the
full landing ,with a private bathroom ,the shower is over the bath.
The bedroom walls are light coloured with dark contrast carpet .The
private bathroom has light coloured vinyl flooring .

All the bedrooms have bedside lights each side of the double bed,
and central lighting .Task lighting is available. Each room has
remote control TV/DVD, clock radio, hospitality tray, and cordless
kettle.



Emergency and evacuation instructions in all the bedrooms clearly
displayed, along with a folder with written instructions. All
bathrooms have non slip shower mats.

General Information
 Fire Regulation Signage, Heat and Smoke Sensors and
Detectors,Alarms,and Fire Extinguishers ,throughout the property,
at the appropriate locations. Assistance dogs welcome .
Mobile networks are available. Task lighting ,stationery, and
information of surrounding area available .

Off road parking on the fairly steep drive, along with public
transport bus stop 20 metres away. Collection from local bus and
train station by arrangement .Distance from town centre approx.
3miles.

Special dietary needs can be catered for with prior notice.
Breakfast Menu can be provided in large print ,with prior notice. It is
available in the Welsh Language .

If further information is required, do not hesitate to telephone.

Best regards,
Richard and Merle James.


